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By Democratic Audit
Why does the England football manager insist his players sing
the national anthem at the World Cup?
Democratic Audit this week featured responses from democracy experts to the news that the England football
manager Roy Hodgson will force players to sing the national anthem at the forthcoming World Cup. In this post,
Gabriella Elgenius reflects on the history and meanings of national anthems and the particular controversies
surrounding God Save the Queen.
Queen Elizabeth II: will England wish her happy, glorious, and long to reign over us? Credit: Michael Chu, CC BY-NC-ND 2.0
In order to answer this question we need to explore deep-rooted understandings of nations and their links to
symbols such as national anthems and national flags, the use of which is often even regulated by law as if to
protect the nation (and its rulers) from harm or protest. Singing national anthems, waving flags and participating in
various national ceremonies authenticates, raises and enforces national boundaries and creates an illusion of
unity and sameness. In the current political climate of competing strands of nationalist rhetoric it is also clear that
the ‘nation’ – represented by anthems, flags, celebration or commemoration – has re-emerged in full battledress
and is (ab)used in a number of socio-political contexts and debates.
The England manager, Roy Hodgson, wants his players to sing the national anthem at the World Cup, as singing
before a game has become associated with showing pride in one’s nation. Hodgson is attempting to control the
perception of his team as being proud of England, which is central to a game that relies on nationalist fervour. Not
singing the national anthem would blur the boundaries towards other teams and other nations and undermine the
nature of a nationalist sport.
It is significant to ask if there is anything controversial about God Save the Queen that could deter people from
signing it, player or not? The anthem started out as God Save the King and constitutes, together with the
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revolutionary French Marseillaise, one of two prototypes that subsequently inspired many other anthems in
Europe. God Save the King was first performed in 1745 in support of King George II after the claimant to the
throne – Prince Charles Edward Stuart (the Young Pretender) – had defeated his army near Edinburgh. God Save
the King may have sounded reasonable in this context, although the uprising of 1745 was ultimately unsuccessful.
It was named National Anthem after 1825.
The anthem is a soothing piece of music with a singular message. Its warlike origin, its references to the
monarchy as a supra-national symbol of Britain, its Christian and religious references will not suit everyone in
allegedly inclusive, secular and democratic times. God Save the Queen is not the only anthem in Europe that
faces difficulties with some of its lyrics. The lyrics of one of the more controversial verses (no longer quoted on the
official webpage of the British Monarchy) read:
“O Lord our God arise, scatter (his) her enemies, and make them fall: confound their politics, frustrate their
knavish tricks, on Thee our hopes we fix: God save us all.”
The Marseillaise calls with similar fervour:
“To arms, oh citizens! Form up in serried ranks! March on, march on, may their impure blood flow in our fields.”
The warlike original context of God Save the Queen aside, a national anthem of Britain with supra-national claims
doesn’t sit entirely comfortably with the marked rise of Scottish and Welsh identities or with the marked rise of
English identity in recent decades. An anthem with supra-national ambitions, in such context, is likely to generate
debate as a sample of a dominant narrative and the official national history.
Much has been written about the decline of its
counterpart ‘British identity’. Having said this, national
anthems are seldom changed as over time, as empty
vessels, they come to contain multifaceted meanings of
nationhood, are to a degree drained of original meaning
and obtain a ‘sacred’ status. When Giscard d’Estaing
(President of the French Republic 1974-1981) suggested
the Marseillaise ought to be played at a slower tempo (for
greater solemnity) this caused a storm of protest. Sex
Pistols’ interpretation of God Save the Queen in 1977
divided the nation, the BBC banned it and some in the
tabloid press called it treason and for the band’s ‘public
hanging’.
There are many dimensions to factor into a response
about reasons as to why the players are asked to sing
God Save the Queen at the World Cup, and it is not surprising that they are being encouraged to do so. Singing is
seen as a demonstration of loyalty, unity and belonging and as a way of installing pride that carry over into the
game. What can be said about encouraging nationalist symbols and practices – such as singing anthems – is that
as soon as they are regulated or enforced, they are simultaneously turned into powerful counter-instruments and
double-edged political tools of protest.
Democratic Audit has featured a series of posts this week on England and the national anthem with a
range of expert views. To view other posts click here.
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